
Information for riders 
 
 

1. 08.00 Drivers briefing 
 

2. Every rider is required to have an official notice board on the 
sportsmanship application for the duration of the race - password 
AXMCR2024, an additional notice board is located in the area of the 
lower part of the parking lot of the racing machines on the retaining 
wall next to the entrance to the refreshments. The second auxiliary 
notice board is located in the upper part of the parking lot of the race 
stands. 

 
3. The local radio will invite the riders to every ride - minimally 5 min. 

before start of every race.  
 
4. The riders leave the racing course after finish race by the instruction 

of organizers at station TK no.6. 
 
5. In case of stop the race by the flying start the riders pay attention to 

instruction of organizers.They return to the start place before station 
TK no.4. 
 

6. Closed parking will not be established. Competitors must leave the 
vehicle in the racing machine parking lot without any intervention for 
at least 30 minutes after the publication of the provisional results. 

 
7. Every competitors must adhere to rules of the tidiness at the all area 

of the race-ground. Everybody must pay attention to information of 
protecting of enviroment. 
 

8. The announcement of results and award ceremony for divisions RB, 
D2 and TA 1600 + D6 will take place after reaching division TA 1600 
+ D6. In the RB160 division, all taken over riders will be decorated. 
The other divisions will be announced after reaching each division. 
 

9. Number of laps: training - 3 measures. wheels for all divisions  
qualification - 5 rounds, for RB - 4 rounds  
semifinals - 6 rounds, for RB - 5 rounds  
final - 7 rounds, for RB 6 rounds 

 
10. Ride order: RB 250; RB 125; RB 160; D2, TA 1600 +D6; TA;   

                   Kartcross; CROSSCAR; JB; B 1600; SB 



 
11. During the entire company is banned from use of two-wheelers and 

motorcycles in the area around the track under penalty of 10.000, - 
CZK (370€). 
 

12. Information for division RB 160:  
Power units for racing machines will be drawn in the office of the 
chief technical commissioner Mr. Jiří Urban.  
Natural 95 single fuel is intended. Filling station: Benzina ORLEN, 
5.května  1540, Humpolec. 

 

13. The organizer has built two new tribunes in the upper depot 
intended for mechanics, each rider will receive one card that 
will serve as a ticket to the respective tribunes, without which 
entry to the tribune will not be allowed. 

 
14. POLICE OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC WARNING - for your 

security please keep your belongings with you at all times 
(valuables, money, etc.), do not leave them publicly accessible 
and secure your caravans, vehicles and other dwellings at night. 

 
15. Please observe the hygienic regulations given by the government 

of the Czech Republic. 
 

16. Night peace  is set 11:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. 
 

 
 
In Humpolec   

Martin Žáček, v.r. 
     Clerk of the Course 

 


